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Branding review process 
 

Work on the Europeana branding strategy review began with a tender process in the autumn of 2013. 

The Undivided group, a London agency, was selected as a result of the tender process, which 

considered brand consultancies in France, UK and the Netherlands. 

 

The review process began in the first quarter of 2014; Undivided engaged internal and external 

stakeholders in workshops and interviews, as well as undertaking extensive desk research to examine 

the existing brand in order to develop a refreshed positioning and framework.  

 

A first draft report and recommendations on the branding review were received in February 2014.The 

recommended positioning was presented to, and accepted by, the Europeana Board in April 2014.  

 

This process was developed alongside the Europeana Strategic Plan 2015-2020, which allowed the 

branding review to be informed by and reflect the strategic direction of Europeana, to ensure its 

relevance and longevity.   

 

 

 

Key findings of branding review 
 

The review clearly set out that the Europeana brand must do more than provide a visual identity; it must 

support Europeana in fulfilling its mission and strategy by providing a framework for presenting who we 

are and what we do, in a way that is fresh and relevant way to the cultural and creative sectors.  

 

This framework needs to build on the foundation of what has already been achieved, and at the same 

time to introduce the new component of creative reuse and to position Europeana as a network 

organisation.  

 

The key positioning elements identified by the review were:  

 The need for  

o greater focus on what Europeana stood for 

o a defined and consistent tone of voice,  

o clearer brand guidance and more empowered guardianship of that brand.  

 

 The transformative power of culture, and the importance of being able to express how we make a 

positive social and economic contribution  

 

 Europeana’s joint cultural and technological roles, and the importance of this duality in defining 

and expressing what we do and who we are.  

 

 The importance of generating pride and confidence and momentum as a thought leader, building 

on our achievements and looking forward to our challenges. 

 

This positioning allowed Europeana to develop and set out our central purpose, belief, and values, which 

provide the framework of how we work and how we present ourselves as an organisation, both internally 

and externally. See figure 1. 
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 Our stated purpose is to transform the world with culture. 

 Our belief is that culture transforms lives 

 Our values are usable, mutual and reliable 

 The personality that we present is inspiring, welcoming and intelligent. 

 We sum up who we are as a community as ‘The Cultural Innovators’ 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Europeana Brand Framework 

 

 

Translating the framework into action 
 

Since April 2014 Europeana has been working to bring this framework to life across the organisation and 

to prepare to introduce it to our wider community and the marketplace. This is an on-going process; the 

framework has produced a number of outputs that will allow us to do so. 

 

 

Europeana visual identity 

 

Europeana’s core belief should be reflected in our visual identity, how we appear to the outside world.  

Graphically this means presenting ourselves in a way that is inspiring, dynamic and simple. 

 

To progress this we are examining our current visual identity to see which areas do not convey this and 

need to be revisited; which elements may need to be added; and which elements are no longer useful. 

We are currently working with both the strategic branding agency Undivided, and our graphic design 

agency Sin to ensure coherence across our approach. 

 

As part of this process we are also revisiting how we make these updated graphic elements available 

externally across our network and partners, and the guidance we provide to support them in using it.  
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The current static PDF guidance will be replaced by an online ‘toolkit’ that can be added to as new tools 

are made available. Its structure will provide more clarity and simplicity; it will make it easier for the 

network to navigate and adopt the guidance provided by reflecting the scenarios they have told us they 

come across in implementing it. This toolkit will be made available on and will be consistent with the 

forthcoming new version of Europeana Professional in 2015.  

 

The new version of Europeana Professional, to be launched in January 2015 will also visually reflect and 

support our brand in its simplicity, clarity and visual coherence with other Europeana sites. This layout 

reflects the site’s improved user-friendly content and navigation.   

 

Compare the current teaser navigation for the Projects section on Europeana Professional, see Figure 2, 

with the equivalent section of the new website, see Figure 3. 

 

  
 

Figure 2 current navigation for the Projects’ section, Europeana Professional 
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Figure 3 proposed navigation for the Projects’ section, Europeana Professional 

 

 

 

Europeana brand endorsement architecture 

 

The new branding framework provides a clear description of our purpose, to transform the world with 

culture. In practice we do this with through and in collaboration with our network, related projects. 

Increasingly we hope to involve the wider cultural and creative community.  

 

To maintain the strength of Europeana as a brand we need to be able to acknowledge and endorse that 

collaboration. To this end we have identified a range of scenarios and developed a simple, clear and 

consistent logic to allow us to reflect our contribution and the different levels of our engagement in each 

case. As we have developed this we have consulted with and taken into account feedback from partners 

in Europeana Projects and other collaborative organisations. 

 

In practice, this ranges from Europeana owned projects such as 1914-1918, to content related projects 

such as Europeana Fashion, and from one-off collaborative efforts to scenarios that simply make use of 

the Europeana API.  

 

This branding ‘architecture’ is currently being finalised and will be shared externally with supporting 

guidance in the first quarter of 2015. See figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Europeana brand endorsement architecture summary 

 

 

Europeana organisational values and behaviours 

 

A key focus since April has been to bring the values we have defined for Europeana through the 

branding strategy to life and turn them into behaviours across the Foundation. To this end we have 

organised a series of workshops with staff.  

 

An initial workshop was held for more than 40 Europeana staff on 17 June 2014 to introduce the belief 

and values and to engage them with it. This was followed up by a staff survey, to inform future 

engagement.  

 

See Annex 1 for the internal branding workshop programme. The accompanying presentation can be 

found at http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/europeana-future-day-screen-pres-compressed-16-06-14 

 

 

The brand framework provides a clear personality for Europeana – inspiring, welcoming and intelligent.  

This should be consistently recognisable in the tone of voice used across our communications. 

Consequently we have developed and implemented a programme to train key people in the organisation 

to write in a way that reflects that personality. These ‘champions’ will then be in a position to support 

others to do so also.   

 

Tone of Voice workshops were held with staff with responsibility for external audiences on 21 & 22nd 

October 2014. These workshops were then linked to writing for the web workshops held for staff 

responsible for content on Europeana Professional, also held in October 2014 to ensure consistency 

across our approach. 

 

© 2014 Undivided Ltd 





Europeana  
Divisions, teams & core 
products / services 

Partnerships 
(Endorsement mark) Hero projects  

http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/europeana-future-day-screen-pres-compressed-16-06-14
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See Annex 2 for the work programme for the Tone of Voice workshops, 21 & 22nd October 2014. The 

accompanying presentation can be viewed at http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/europeana-tov-

workshop-screen-pres-compressed-2014 

 

This process is supported by the development of tone of voice guidelines that explain and illustrate what 

that ‘tone of voice looks like in practice across different disciplines; these guidelines are being finalised to 

included input from the workshops themselves. The tone of voice is already being introduced in 

Europeana’s communications and will be rolled out in our writing across all formats by the end of 2014. 

The guidelines will be made available as a communications tool to key partners such as Europeana 

Projects. 

 

Compare text from Europeana’s 2011-14 strategy text using a formal, academic tone,  

 

‘Launched as a proof of concept in 2008, with 2 million objects from 27 EU countries, Europeana spent 

2009 and 2010 creating an operational service and ingesting a critical mass of data from some 1500 

providers across Europe. Together with content partners and aided by Europe’s leading research 

universities, we now have a strong and vibrant network of museums, archives and libraries. We are 

achieving our objective as an aggregator, and aim to give access to all of Europe’s digitised cultural 

heritage by 2025.’ 

 

with the more welcoming and inspiring tone of the Europeana 2015 -2020 strategy: 

 

‘Europeana started 5 years ago as a big political idea to unite Europe through culture by making our 

heritage available to all for work, learning or pleasure. A deeply felt belief that our shared cultural 

heritage fundamentally belongs to all of us, and is therefore too important to leave to market forces alone 

to digitise and make available. We still believe in this big idea. We are Europeana, the network for the 

cultural heritage sector in Europe, and we think we are in a unique position to make these ideals come 

true.’ Europeana Strategy 2020 

 

 

External introduction of branding strategy 
 

Europeana 2020 

 

Europeana’s Strategic Plan for 2015-2020 was launched in July 2014. It was the culmination of months 

of work with the Europeana Network and the wider cultural and creative community, looking forward to 

what the cultural sector would look like in 2020 and what Europeana could do to support it on that 

journey. This plan serves as the basis for the work with our Network over the next five years.   

 

It also served to introduce the wider public to the three working principles or values that emerged from 

the branding strategy review and which sum up what Europeana stands for and what we do; Usable, 

Mutual, Reliable.  

 

The format of Strategy 2020 and the way it was introduced was in itself representative of the branding 

strategy. It introduced a different look and feel and tone of voice – one that was more direct more 

accessible, avoiding jargon, and which was welcoming in tone and inspiring in content.  

 

http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/europeana-tov-workshop-screen-pres-compressed-2014
http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/europeana-tov-workshop-screen-pres-compressed-2014
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It was published not as a static PDF but as an interactive site allowing users to engage more fully with it. 

http://strategy2020.europeana.eu 

Europeana Projects Group Assembly 

 

The Europeana Projects Group Assembly held on 25-26 September 2014 included a communications 

workshop that introduced the main points of the branding strategy. This was the first external introduction 

of the branding strategy to a core group of Europeana focused communicators and their feedback will 

influence future communication of the strategy.  

 

See Annex 3 for the Projects Group Assembly programme. The accompanying presentation can be 

viewed at http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/20140925-projects-assembly-brandingclean 

 

Europeana AGM 2014  

The branding strategy was more widely introduced to the Europeana Network at the Europeana AGM 

2014 in Madrid on 31 October, by the head of communications Eleanor Kenny. This presentation served 

to introduce the principles of the branding review to the Network in particular: 

 How these values enable Europeana as a Network; 

 The value it creates for the Network; and  

 Underlining and illustrating the value of a strong brand to the Network as a community for 

example in generating awareness and attracting like-minded partners. 

 
This opportunity was also used to frame the introduction of other new elements of work that will be 

introduced to the Network, including the updated Europeana Professional.   

 

See Annex 4 for Europeana AGM 2014 programme. The accompanying branding presentation can be 

viewed at http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/branding-presentation-agm-2014-final 

 

 

 

 

Future activities 
 

External 

 

The results of the branding review will be reflected increasingly in the ways that Europeana presents 

itself: 

 

For example - instead of a range of different styles across our websites, Europeana sites will have a 

cleaner more consistent approach and feel across them not only visually but also in how you navigate 

through them.  This directly reflects the implementation of the branding strategy, ensuring that the sites 

will be usable quite directly, reliable in that they can be recognised as part of the Europeana family, 

trusted in terms of content, and also user friendly. 

 

 

Internal 

 

To further embed the branding values within the organisation and therefore strengthening its external 

http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/20140925-projects-assembly-brandingclean
http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana/branding-presentation-agm-2014-final
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expression, a series of activities designed to relate the values to the everyday working environment is 

planned for end 2014 and the first quarter of 2015. These activities will employ tactics to bring the 

Europeana brand, belief and values to life, keeping them at the forefront of employees’ thoughts.   

Europeana will be moving premises in early 2015 and this move will be used as the impetus and 

framework for this set of activities, ensuring the belief and values to life are brought to life in the new 

environment. 

 

This session will follow up from the work done in the summer and autumn and lay the groundwork for the 

further engagement programme in 2015.  

  

A further series of workshops with team managers to develop how these behaviours can best translate 

into approaches for their respective teams and functions and how they can support their teams in putting 

this into practice is foreseen for later in 2015.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The results of the Europeana branding strategy review have begun to be clearly communicated and 

implemented both internally within the organisation and externally to our key audiences. 

 

This is being achieved through a programme of work on key brand areas including architecture, tone of 

voice, and visual identity reflecting the core beliefs and values.   

 

To date this has included workshops to refine and embed this with Europeana staff; external 

presentations to the Europeana Network and key communicators who will help support the brand; and 

the start of the ongoing process of reflecting this branding across our external communications, including 

but not limited to our tone of voice and websites.  

 

This approach includes the development of practical tools to establish and support Europeana’s 

positioning, as wells as working to ensure consistency across all areas of communication. 

 

The nature of branding means that its implementation is necessarily an ongoing process, which will 

continue to be refined and developed beyond the foreseen activities for 2015. 
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Annex 1: Europeana internal branding workshop programme, 17 June 2014 
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Annex 2: Europeana Tone of Voice workshops programme 25 & 26 

September 2014 
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Annex 3: Projects Group Assembly programme, 26 September 2014 
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Annex 4: Europeana AGM 2014 programme, Friday 31 October 2014 
 

 


